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Lydiard Hall

The beautiful and historic space can seat up to 280 
guests, or the space can be divided for smaller 
gatherings. The room is rich with deep woods and 
stone, exposed beams and other unique heritage 
features, giving it a personality unique to the area. 
A perfect space to celebrate a wedding, anniversary 
or birthday party. Regardless of the celebration or 
occasion this versatile space will offer you and your 
guests an exceptional experience.

Carriage Rooms

The Goods Shed has multiple meeting rooms, 
equipped with state of the art sound, lighting and 
visual equipment. Atlantic Group will take care of your 
catering requirements with a hospitable host for the 
day on hand to greet you and your guests.

This space can transform to accommodate up to 
150 guests at one time. The combined space can host 
corporate events and social gatherings.

Terminus Theatre

The theatre boasts a 308 seating capacity with a 
cinema sound system and beautiful interior design, 
perfect for local productions, film festivals, product 
launches or business seminars. In addition to private 
hire, the theatre is home to community events and 
productions for all of Ballarat to enjoy.

Events Plaza

Adjacent to the Events Hall, the Events Plaza is 
a beautifully landscaped outdoor area. It can be 
hired independently or in conjunction with other 
event spaces.

This alfresco amphitheatre is perfect for wedding 
ceremonies, pre/post event nibbles and drinks, or 
community activations.

Event Enquiries

T   :  +61 3 8623 9600
E   :  info@atlanticgroup.com.au
W  :  atlanticgroup.com.au

Lydiard Street North, cnr. Nolan Street, Ballarat, 3352 

/thegoodsshed.eventshall

@thegoodsshed.eventshall
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Capacities Seated Cocktail

Lydiard Hall 280 350

Terminus Theatre 308 N/A

Carriage Rooms (Entire) 100 150

Carriage Rooms (Single) 20-40 50
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